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Abstract

*Abstract*

*Entity resolution* (ER) is the task of identifying pairs of entities in a database or groups of databases that refer to the same real-world entities. ER is a task difficult to solve with a single general solution, since the data in databases can be entered with errors or written in many different ways. Computational challenges also exist, because the number of pairs to compare for identifying all common entities, can be quadratic to the amount of data.

In recent years machine learning methods, and specially deep learning, have been used to solve the entity resolution task on relational data. A promising group of approaches work using word embeddings, a technique to represent textual information into a dense vector of numerical values. These vectors are formed in such a way that semantically similar words are mapped to similar vectors, independent of their syntax. These vectors are commonly formed by neural architectures that involve recurrent components or long short term memories, apart from established architectures like FastText, Glove and Word2Vec.

In recent years, a novel class of approaches, Transformer architectures, has been proposed to improve on traditional word embeddings. Unlike previous methods, these approaches are tailored to context in semantics. In these cases the vector representation for a word is different depending on the context that surrounds it. For example, the word solution can have different representations if it appears as the solution of a mathematical problem, or a chemical solution substance. These classes of methods have shown superior performance to traditional word embeddings on a large number of natural language processing tasks, like classification, question answering, text summarization and others. Furthermore, a large number of these methods are already available as pre-trained models to the public, in libraries that facilitate their usage. Given that to date there is still no clear study on how these contextual embeddings could contribute to ER, in this work we study their application to this task.

We specifically study BERT, DistilBERT, XLNet, and GPT2, on 2 established datasets, without using any special method for pair-formation (other than the ground truth), and using many traditional classifiers for the matching task. We find that BERT outperforms other models for our choice of application, and that logistic regression is able to perform better than other classifiers. We also identify that tuning XGBoost can lead to small improvements. In future work we propose that using the transformer architectures for the downstream classification task would also be of interest, similarly for testing with many other datasets and improving on the blocking methods.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present our work’s motivation with a short overview in the field of entity resolution and the emergence of deep learning that inspired our research. We also set our research aims, and outline the structure of this thesis. This chapter is structured as follows:

- In Section 1.1, we review some of the essential works in the field of entity resolution through history.
- In Section 1.2, we highlight our research’s main contributions.
- We then close this chapter with the structure of subsequent sections in Section 1.3.

1.1 Motivation

Humans always struggled to find and match records that might refer to the same object for decades. Historically, the first difficulties emerged when researchers in the health sector required to link patient medical records from one or different data resources. The task needed to compare quasi-identifying information such as first name, family name, date of birth, place of birth, and other information from a single record over large stacks of paper [Chr12]. Expanding its application domains from traditional use in the health sector and national security (law enforcement, and anti-terrorism [RMD13]), to the de-duplication of records in companies, Entity Resolution (ER), as the task of determining if two data instances refer to the same real-world object, is already a long-standing challenge for researchers and practitioners alike. Furthermore, entity resolution is a crucial task for data integration and data cleansing, not to mention for improving the quality of downstream analytical tasks or the building of machine learning models over the data [RD00],[HS95],[CKM00].

Classical methods for ER assume that there exists an appropriate distance function between pairs of records [GM12]. Over the past few decades, rule-based approaches [LLG14] and hand-crafted heuristics have been crucial in dealing with traditional entity resolution challenges like name ambiguity, missing values, abbreviations, data formatting, and errors due to data entry [HSW07]. Rule-based approaches are best suited for input fields that contain controlled and well-structured information, and it can be problematic if the desired input field needs a more significant number of rules [AW18]. While those efforts had been deployed in very specific domains with success, the alternative of treating entity resolution as a match/non-match binary classification problem and seeking to solve it using machine learning algorithms is becoming a widespread practice over the last decade. Pairwise matching using supervised machine algorithms like decision trees [CKLS01], conditional random fields [MS04], ensembles of classifiers [YXCJJ+17], and support vector machines [BM03] can improve matching results. Holistic machine learning solutions like Magellan
[KDSG+16] provide guidelines, tools, and libraries for the whole entity matching process with good results on structured and semi-structured data.

Given the large amount of data produced every day, corporations and large institutions face a more significant challenge that demands ER. Increasing the number of datasets with unclean, unstructured, and incomplete data yields erroneous outcomes. Today’s data can consist of large textual examples such as trip advisor reviews, or product descriptions, which tend to reduce the classification accuracy depending on the choice of representation, and might require considerable efforts in hand-crafted features to represent the textual data [BS19]. Because of recent advances in deep learning in natural language processing, some authors [ETJ+17] propose a deep learning structure to tackle these issues. The authors of DeepER apply a bidirectional LSTM and word embeddings that are shown to surpass the state-of-the-art models on multiple benchmark datasets. In following work, the authors of DeepMatcher [MLR+18] present another deep learning architecture using an attention mechanism on top of an LSTM, showing also promising results.

Attention (first proposed in [VSP+17]) is an ubiquitous technique that allows deep learning models to focus on relevant parts of an input sequence, as needed. Such kind of method helps the model to deal with long sentences, which is a considerable boost in terms of the performance of neural machine translation applications.

While deep learning architectures already deliver massive performance accuracy, utilizing modern attention-base methods as in Transformer architectures, as the core of the entity resolution system has received limited attention. Transformers as a modern deep learning model inspired by attention mechanisms, do not require recurrent sequential processing of data to achieve high accuracy. Relying on attention’s power, transformers can be trained more efficiently on larger amounts of data. Brunner and Stockinger [BS20] recently proved that most transformers outperform traditional deep learning approaches in the task of entity matching.

In this thesis, we pursue studying four of the most recent attention-based transformer architectures performance on the task of entity resolution on benchmark datasets. While we compare their results with the state-of-the-art approaches, we investigate the effect of tuning hyper-parameters on the model. Conclusively, we analyze the performance of different classifiers on the classification layer of transformer models.

Herewith, we have outlined the scope of our research; the main contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following section.

1.2 Main Contributions

1. We review the role of machine learning approaches on entity resolution, while the majority of the work is dedicated to deep learning proposed approaches. In particular, we discuss attention-based transformers than can be advantageous in improving model performance.

2. We present our design consisting of a chosen transformer model and a chosen classifier to ensure better experimental results.
3. We conduct a series of experiments on four state-of-art transformers: BERT, DistilBERT, GPT2, and XLNet, and report the performance of selected architectures on specific datasets.

4. We investigate hyper-parameter tuning on the classifier given the pre-trained transformer results and indicate the best configuration based on grid search.

5. We inquire into the most common classifiers for binary classification: XGBoost, GBM, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and Logistic regression, and report the performance on the training set of match and non-match records as represented by the transformers.

6. We outline some promising directions for future research that should improve our understanding of existing attention-based transformers and enhance their introduction in real-world applications like ER.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:

• In Chapter 2, we explain some fundamental concepts of entity resolution tasks and challenges we face in the big data era. We review word embedding and deep learning architectures. More importantly, we study transformer approaches to address the bottleneck problem.

• Chapter 3 formulates the goals of this thesis. We cover our specific research questions and propose our design, including data pre-processing, classification, and evaluation choices to be made.

• In Chapter 4, We review such essential components of the experimental setup like datasets selected, configurations, and programming frameworks to achieve the same results. We also explore xgboost, our chosen classifier, and its parameters that we seek to tune in Section 5.1.

• Chapter 5 is dedicated to reviewing and discussing evaluation results obtained by the four transformers architectures, and performing a comparison of different classifiers.

• In Chapter 6, we revisit some previous research related to the evaluation of machine learning algorithms and applying deep learning concepts in entity resolution.

• Finally, we conclude this thesis and outline some intriguing directions for future research in Chapter 7.
2 Background

This chapter focuses on understanding the background of this thesis and provides an overview of the essential topics covered in the thesis, to create a solid foundational understanding of the research area. This chapter is structured as follows:

• In Section 2.1, we overview entity resolution as a task and provide a timeline discussing different ER approaches through time. Eventually, we present the major challenges we face in the entity resolution process.

• Section 2.2 investigates word embeddings techniques, which became a crucial part of applying deep learning methods on entity resolution.

• In Section 2.3, we discuss two prominent deep learning architecture for entity resolution tasks with more details about their core ideas, and architecture.

• In Section 2.4, we overview the concept of attention mechanism and transformer models, which inspired this thesis. Also, we provide an in-depth overview of the four state-of-the-art transformer architectures we used in this research.

• In Section 2.5, we summarize this chapter.

2.1 Entity Resolution and Challenges

Entity resolution (ER) is the problem of correctly identifying multiple, and possibly differing representations of unique real-world entities in data. While it benefits from simple formulation, many challenges arise that need to tackled. In this section, we provide an in-depth overview of the entity resolution task and challenges that may arise.

2.1.1 Entity Resolution as a Task

In the following subsection, we describe what entity resolution is and why it is a critical task in many applications. Before we begin, it is important to note that terms such as Record Linkage [FS69], Reference Reconciliation [DHM05], Merge-Purge [HS95], and Entity Matching [KR10] refer to Entity Resolution in the literature, as well.
**Entity Resolution Definition**

*Entity Resolution* (ER) is the task of determining whether two data instances refer to the same real-world object within a knowledge base or across multiple knowledge bases. The term *Entity* historically refers to people, such as patients, customers, or taxpayers, but now it can also refer to publications, citations, consumer products, or businesses. In other definitions, ER is described as a task of identifying, matching, and merging records that correspond to the same entities from several databases [BGMM+09]: Let $T$ be a set of entities with $n$ tuples and $m$ attributes $\{A_1, ..., A_m\}$. Note that these entities can come from one table or multiple tables (with aligned attributes). We denote by $t[A_i]$ the value of attribute $A_i$ on tuple $t$. The problem of entity resolution (ER) then is, given all distinct tuple pairs $(t, t')$ from $T$ where $t \neq t'$ to determine which pairs of tuples refer to the same real-world entities (match) [ETJ+17]. Entities are described in terms of their characteristics, called *Attributes*. The values of these attributes provide information about a specific entity. A *Reference* is a collection of attributes values for a particular entity [Tal11]. When applied to one database, this process is called *Deduplication* [MB12]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the entity resolution dilemma portrayed by [CES15a].

![Figure 2.1: Entity resolution example.](image)

DBpedia dataset describes two movies: *A Clockwork Orange* and *Eyes Wide Shut*, Stanley Kubrick as director and *Manhattan* as Kubrick’s place of birth, while Fbase includes different descriptions for the mentioned entities. Sharing a similar structure between descriptions referring to *Eyes Wide Shut* can be concluded as possibly a match. However, this is not the case when comparing Stanley Kubrick’s entity’s descriptions, which includes different attributes. To decide whether the descriptions of Stanley Kubrick in the DBpedia and Freebase match, we need to consider the similarity of descriptions related to them. Entity resolution is an essential component of many real-world applications. The *National Census*, which is based on collecting data about various aspects of the population, culture, economy, and the environment in their respective countries, practice ER to reduce the costs and efforts required to conduct large-scale census collections [Gil]. The
Health Sector has been a second application area that has established methods for data matching for several decades [Dun46]. With increasing importance of National Security, many countries apply entity resolution methods to identify and track suspicious transactions and records of terrorists’ communications and activities in the online information space [Fie05]. Crime and Fraud Detection is another field where ER is crucial for identifying modified or fictitious personal details of criminals [CCX04]. Online shopping or E-commerce, where shopping engines attempt to distinguish which product descriptions in different online stores do correspond to the same item, can also benefit from ER techniques [BBS05]. Furthermore, entity resolution is an integral part of Data Cleaning, which simply is the process of detecting and correcting (or removing) unreliable or inaccurate records from a data resource [RD00]. ER is an essential tool for Text Mining for creating knowledge bases [ZWYL14]. Lately, authors of [CLD16] deploy entity resolution methods for Social Media Analysis.

Entity Resolution Through Generations

Entity resolution is becoming an influential discipline in computer science, and so far, numerous ER approaches have been developed through time. Papadakis et al. [PIP20] define four entity resolution generations, based on the challenges tackled in each group of approaches. These generations are defined as follows:

- **Veracity.** The earliest entity resolution approach was mainly focused on noise in attribute values of entity profiles in a presumably fixed schema (relational) database. The assumption of a known schema allowed experts to develop solutions that addressed the Veracity problem. To address veracity challenges such as inconsistencies, entity profile errors introduced by manual data entry [EIV06], and noise, first-generation ER solutions followed an end-to-end workflow depicted in Figure 2.2. Schema Matching as the first step of the workflow is an arbitrary choice in the ER process. Targeting clean-clean ER, schema matching focuses on identifying attributes with the same meaning [BMR11]. Finding semantically identical attributes (such as job and profession) facilitates the schema-aware functionality of the following workflow steps. Schema matching methods can be classified into structure-based, instance-based and hybrid solutions. While structure-based methods transform schema to a graph or a tree based on topological relationships between attributes, apart from using similarity of the attribute names, an instance-based method considers the distribution of attribute values to identify similar attributes. Hybrid-based methods are a combination of more than one method at the same time. The second step of the workflow, called Blocking, is a mandatory step that

![Figure 2.2: The workflow of first and second ER generations.](image)

addresses the quadratic problem of ER, which would result in comparing each entity with all others. The blocking step reduces the number of comparisons by grouping similar entities inside blocks in such a way that the quality of the further process
is not deteriorated if we compare only entities within a block to each other. The first generation blocking places entities into blocks based on the signature, which is called blocking keys (e.g., the first two letters as key). Blocking methods can be distinguished by key type, redundancy awareness, matching awareness, and key selection choices. Standard Blocking method proposed by [FS69], deploy hash-based key, static matching, and non-learning selection. While the Sorted neighborhood method [YLKG07] proposed a sort-based key type for blocking, Duplicate Count Strategy [DNSW12] took the change in block structure (dynamic) into account. Entity Matching as the third step of the workflow, executes the comparison between the blocks we created by applying different string similarity measures to the values of selected attribute names and it outputs a similarity graph. Rule-based matching methods mostly deploy a similarity threshold to assign the entity pairs into the match and non-match categories. Other family of approaches known as collective methods, propagate the decision to neighbouring entities. Learning-based matching approaches use labelled instances to extract effective rules through a machine learning algorithm to improve the performance. Clustering as the last step of the workflow. It partitions the matched pairs into equivalence clusters, which then are solved to actual entities.

- **Volume and Veracity.** While addressing veracity and searching for high accuracy performance, the second generation of ER tackles the Volume with (tens of) millions of structured entity profiles. The same assumption of known schema and workflow applies at the core of this generation. This challenge addressed by parallelization methods such as map/reduce. So far, no parallelization method has been adopted on schema matching, but there are several papers on blocking and entity matching inspired by map/reduce paradigm that can scale to large datasets.

- **Variety, Volume and Veracity.** With the surge of large heterogeneous schemata, the third generation of ER solutions with different workflow and has been born to tackle Variety. The challenge of third-generation ERs arises in user-generated web data, which consists of a large amount of semi-structured datasets, and users are allowed to add attribute values and create different schemata. Also, due to producing datasets by automatic information extraction techniques, the data is noisy and can be consist of missing values. The end-to-end workflow implemented by the third generation of entity resolutions solutions is depicted in Figure 2.3. Unlike the first two generations, schema matching is not applicable in third-generation solutions. Instead, a new step called Schema Clustering is developed, which clusters attributes based on their syntactic similarity, regardless of their semantics. Attribute clustering proposed by [PIP+12] is a common practice concerning this step, which facilitates the following steps. Regarding blocking, a new action called Block Building is used to create blocks considering all attribute values, regardless of all attribute names (schema-agnostic approach). Token Blocking proposed by [PINF11] is the most
common and most straightforward approach of block building, which extracts all tokens contained in each entity profile’s attribute values and creates one block for every one of them. The number of resulting blocks outputted from Block Building, and as a result, the number of comparisons is large. To tackle this issue, a new additional step is defined called Block Processing, which reconstructs the blocks in a way that enhance the precision without any significant recall loss. To this end, it refines the block’s structure by discarding redundant comparisons (overlapped blocks) and superfluous comparisons (comparison between non-matches). The generic approach of Block Processing techniques includes assigning a matching likelihood score to each item and removing the items with low costs. Block processing techniques are distinguished by two categories: Block-centric methods which focus on the large-grained level of entire blocks (Block Purging [PIN+12], Block Filtering [MT13], Block Clustering [NMMMLP07]) and Comparison Cleaning methods that operate at the close-grained level of individual comparisons (Meta-blocking [PPPK16] and Blast [SBJ16]). Entity Matching methods execute one new blocks. Most of these techniques follow the same approach, which starts with reliable seed matches, propagates the similarity of matches into neighbors, updates the neighbors’ similarity, sorting them by descending order, and labels the best pair as matched. This process, which recomputes again, is a core method of most proposed entity matching techniques such as SiGMa [LJP+13], PARIS [SAS11], LINDA [BDMNW12]. Entity Clustering is the last step of the workflow, which transforms the given similarity graph into the outcome of entity resolution.

- **Velocity, Variety, Volume and Veracity.** While all previous entity resolution generations involved batch processing, aiming to perform as fast as possible, they do not involve any actual time constraint. The fourth generation of entity resolution additionally addresses the **Velocity** problem, which refers to applications with time constraints. Entity resolution techniques in this context are distinguished by Progressive ER, which deals with applications with loose time constraints (e.g., hours, minutes) and Real-time ER, which deals with strict time constraints (e.g., seconds). The end-to-end workflow of this generation modifies the previous workflow by adding a Prioritization step that schedules the processing of matching and clustering steps, such that entities that are important from the application perspective are resolved before others.

### 2.1.2 Challenges

The task of identifying and matching records that refer to the same entities within one or across several databases is challenging for several reasons. In this section, we discuss the traditional and major challenges we face in the entity resolution process. Entity resolution is not merely done by looking at string similarities, and it can become complicated by traditional challenges. Some of these challenges are as follows:

- **Name/Attribute Ambiguity.** It refers to vagueness in names or attributes in the real world. Different people can share similar names such as Michael Jordan as a basketball player and Michael Jordan as an American scientist. In the world of football, a Serbian team called FK Partizan has two Nemanja Miletićs in their
squad. Researchers from some countries often share similar names, and it is not uncommon for different scholars to share exactly the same name.

- **Missing Values.** Most of the real-world datasets include records with missing values. For example, a list of Amazon products consists typically of records with no specific price or manufacturer. Several papers propose methods such as list-wise deletion, pair-wise deletion, mean substitution, or regression imputation [TKF11] to handle this problem.

- **Noisy Data.** Noise is an inescapable part of entity resolution tasks, which can be a result of errors due to data entry, extraction/parsing errors, the use of non-standard encodings or characters, and the use of alternative descriptions. As shown in Figure 2.4, the zip code value in a pair of entities is suffering from noise.

![Figure 2.4: Entity resolution challenges depicted in [PIP20].](image)

- **Split Values.** Some attributes can be a combination of more than one attribute. For instance, the name attribute in one dataset is broken into two attributes first name and last name.

- **Attribute Heterogeneity.** An attribute can be written in different forms. For example, two different ways of labeling the zip code attribute, as shown in Figure 2.4, are ZipCode and zip_code.

- **Loose Schema Binding.** Since the schemata describing entities may range from locally defined to pure tag-style annotations.

- **Class Imbalance.** Data are said to suffer the class imbalance problem when the class distributions are highly imbalanced, this of course would affect machine learning algorithms and sampling-based analysis using that data. Since most comparisons in entity resolution are between non-match records, class imbalance problem is unavoidable, as there is a greater number of possible non-match records as there is of actual match records.
• **Lack of Unique Entity Identifiers and Data Quality.** Generally, the databases to be matched (or deduplicated) do not contain unique entity identifiers or keys. Even when entity identifiers are available in the databases to be matched, one must be absolutely confident in the accuracy, completeness, and consistency over time of these identifiers, because any error in such an identifier will result in wrongly matched records [CES15b].

• **Computation Complexity.** Entity resolution is a quadratic problem, as every entity has to be compared with all others, which makes the process very expensive in terms of time and resources.

• **Lack of Training Data Containing the True Match Status.** In many data matching applications, the true label of two records that are matched across two databases is not known, i.e., there is no ground-truth data available that specifies if two records correspond to the same entity or not.

• **Privacy and Confidentiality.** Data matching can rely on personal information such as names, addresses, and dates of birth of individuals. For this reason, privacy and confidentiality need to be carefully considered.

### 2.2 Word-embeddings

To process words by machine learning models, they need some form of numeric representation (feature extraction). In this section, we shortly review the most famous traditional word to vector representations and then, discuss the state of art word embedding methodologies and their drawbacks, which lead us to Transformer Language Models. In the following, we discuss some of the most commonly used vector representations.

#### Bag of Words or One Hot Encoding

A widespread feature extraction procedure for sentences and documents is the Bag-of-words approach (BoW). In this approach, we look at the histogram of the words within the text, i.e., considering each word count as a feature[Gol17]. The bag-of-words model is a simplifying representation often used in natural language processing and information retrieval. Based on this approach, each element in the vector corresponds to a unique word in the corpus vocabulary, and depending on the appearance of the token at a particular index, the number of element changes. BoW is commonly used in methods of document classification where the frequency of occurrence of each word is used as a feature for training a classifier[SIFL16].

In Figure 2.5, our corpus example consists of every unique word across the documents. The BoW representation for the sentence “the dog is on the table” is shown in the picture where we can see each element of the vector corresponds to the number of times that particular word occurs in the sentence. While it is simple to understand and implement, Bag-of-words does not encode any meaning or word similarity.
TF-IDF Representation

TF-IDF is short for term frequency-inverse document frequency. It is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection of documents or corpus[RU11]. The importance is defined proportionally by the number of times a word appears in the document and is offset by the number of documents in the corpus that contain the word. The TF-IDF score is defined by two factors: term frequency and inverse document frequency. There are several ways of determining the exact values of both statistics. We present the most common one:

- **Term Frequency** (TF). is a scoring of the frequency of the word in the current document. Due to differences in each document’s length, the term frequency is divided by the document length to get a normalized value.

  \[ TF(t) = \frac{\text{Number of times term } t \text{ appears in a document}}{\text{Total number of terms in the document}} \]

- **Inverse Document Frequency** (IDF). is a scoring of how rare the word is across documents. It is the logarithmically scaled inverse fraction of the documents that contain the word.

  \[ TF(t) = \frac{\text{Total number of documents}}{\text{Number of documents with term } t \text{ in it}} \]

While the TF-IDF approach provides weights to different words by their importance, it is still unable to capture the word meaning.

Word Embedding

Both of the mentioned representations cannot deal with the word meaning. Besides, BoW and TF-IDF suffer from the sparse representation problem: when the vocabulary size increases, the vector representation of documents increases as well, and this results in a vector with lots of zero scores, called a sparse vector or sparse representation problem. **Word Embedding** as distributional similarity-based representations tends to solve both weaknesses[LC13]. Word embedding is a set of language modeling and feature learning techniques in natural language processing (NLP) where words or phrases are mapped to dense vectors of real numbers[MSC+13][LXT+15].
In other words, a word embedding is a learned representation (real-valued vectors) for text where words with the same meaning have a similar representation. The simplest way to think about the addition and subtraction of words like vectors is with this famous example: king – man + woman = queen. Word embedding idea of using a densely distributed representation for each word leads to reducing the dimensionality, which was a problem in traditional representations. Furthermore, using contextual similarity help word embedding to achieve a more expressive representation. In the following, we overview the most popular word embeddings.

### 2.2.1 Word2Vec

**Word2vec** is a group of models based on [MSC+13],[MCCD13] that are used to compose word embeddings. These models are built on neural networks that have at least two layers and process text by “vectorizing” words. They are trained to build semantic contexts of words. Word2vec takes as its input a large corpus of text and produces a vector space, typically of several hundred dimensions, with each unique word in the corpus being assigned a corresponding vector in the space. Due to its application in deep neural networks understanding, Word2vec became a popular approach to make a numerical form. The purpose of Word2vec is to group vectors of words together based on their similarity[BDVJ03]. Similarity measured mathematically and creates numerical representations of word features such as the context of individual words. Given enough data and contexts, Word2vec can make extremely accurate predictions about a desired word’s meaning based on its appearances. These predictions are used to cluster and classify word’s association with other words by topic, and it can be beneficial in many applications such as sentiment analysis, recommender systems, or customer relationship management. Some of Word2vec’s concepts effectively create recommendation engines used in companies such as Alibaba[WHZ+18], Airbnb[GC18], and Spotify[JMN+16].

![Figure 2.6: Visualization of Word2vec output for the Amazon-Google dataset.](image)

Figure 2.6 visualizes Word2vec output for the Amazon-Google dataset, one of the datasets
we use for the entity resolution task. We used a sampling of the mentioned dataset to grasp initial information about our data. We deployed the Embedding Projector provided by google\(^1\) to visualize word embeddings. As Figure 2.6 shows, words that share common contexts in the corpus are located close to one another in the space. A view on some specific data points shows a set of supposedly software products share similar representations on our visualization. The authors of Word2vec introduced two architectures which can be useful for any specific task: Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-Gram. Figure 2.7 shows the difference between CBOW and Skip-Gram architectures. The general approach for Word2vec is based on given text data and given window size, generating a training set to predict the target.

![Figure 2.7: Word2Vec CBOW vs Skip-gram proposed by [MCCD13].](image)

- **Continuous Bag of Words** [MCCD13]. The CBOW model learns the embedding by predicting the current word based on its context (surrounding words). Considering a simple sentence, “African elephants have less hair than Asian elephants”, this can be pairs of (context window, target word). Where if we consider a context window of size 3, we have examples like ([less, hair, Asian], than), ([African, have, elephants], less), ([less, elephants, hair], have) and so on. Thus the model tries to predict the target word based on the context window words.

- **Skip-Gram** [McC16]. The Skip-Gram model learns by predicting the surrounding words (context) given a current word. This model takes a center word and a window of neighbor words and try to predict the context words for some window size around the center word. Tackling this problem, the model defines a probability distribution, and once predicting the surrounding words is done, it uses the hidden layer to get the word vectors. Given the small initialization of word vectors, the predictive model learns the vectors by minimizing the loss function\^[GAL+06]. Applying Skip-gram on the same example sentence with a context window of size 4, our training set on specific word includes examples such as ([elephants], African), ([elephants], less), ([elephants], have). Next, the window slides and fill up the training

\(^1\)https://projector.tensorflow.org
set with comparing the other word against the context words. The Word2vec model learns the vectors with a feed-forward neural network with a language modeling task (predicting the next word) and optimization techniques such as \textit{Stochastic gradient descent}[LW18].

Using word embeddings produced by Word2vec is helpful for many tasks, but they fail to capture higher-level concepts such as long-term dependencies, anaphora [SPCT20], and negation.

\subsection{2.2.2 GloVe}

\textit{GloVe} is short for "Global Vectors" and is developed by Pennington et al. [PSM14] in response to lack of transparency in Word2vec regularities. The proposed word vector technique was motivated by the idea that context window-based methods suffer from the disadvantage of not learning from the global corpus statistics. The authors of GloVe highlight focusing on the co-occurrence probabilities of words within a corpus of texts in order to embed them in meaningful vectors. In other words, GloVe looks at how often a word ‘j’ appears in the context of a word ‘i’ within all our corpus of texts. Therefore, the advantage of GloVe is that, unlike Word2vec, GloVe does not rely just on local statistics (local context information of words), but incorporates global statistics (word co-occurrence) to obtain word vectors. GloVe training is performed on aggregated global word-word co-occurrence statistics from a corpus. Furthermore, GloVe leverages both \textit{Global Matrix Factorization} methods like Latent Semantic Analysis (LAS) [LFL98] for generating low-dimensional word representations and \textit{Local Context Window} methods such as the Skip-Gram model [GAL06].

GloVe uses a specific weighted least squares model to train on global word co-occurrence counts to make efficient use of statistics. Consider two words i=ice and j=steam in the context of Thermodynamics domain. The relationship of these words can be examined by studying the ratio of their co-occurrence probabilities with various probe words k.

\[ F(w_i, w_j, \tilde{w}_k) = \frac{P_{ik}}{P_{jk}} \]

Figure 2.8 shows the co-occurrence probabilities for target words \textit{ice} and \textit{steam} with selected context words from a 6 billion token corpus. Probe words like \textit{water} or \textit{fashion} that are either related to both \textit{ice} and \textit{steam}, or to neither, the ratio should be close to one. Probe words like \textit{solid} related to \textit{ice} but not to \textit{steam} will have considerable value for the ratio. Compared to the raw probabilities, the ratio is better able to distinguish relevant words (solid and gas) from irrelevant words (water and fashion), and it is also better able to distinguish between the two relevant words. While GloVe adds more realistic meaning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability and Ratio</th>
<th>k = solid</th>
<th>k = gas</th>
<th>k = water</th>
<th>k = fashion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( P(k</td>
<td>\text{ice}) )</td>
<td>(1.9 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>(6.6 \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(3.0 \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(k</td>
<td>\text{steam}) )</td>
<td>(2.2 \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(7.8 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>(2.2 \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
      & k = solid & k = gas & k = water & k = fashion \\
\hline
\( P(k|\text{ice}) \) & 8.9 & 8.5 \times 10^{-2} & 1.36 & 0.96 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textbf{Figure 2.8}: Co-occurrence probabilities for target words in GloVe presented by [PSM14].
into word vectors by considering the relationships between word pairs, it cannot solve higher-level concepts challenges. Due to training on the co-occurrence matrix of words, GloVe takes significant memory for storage.

### 2.2.3 FastText

*FastText* is a library\(^2\) created by the Facebook research team for efficient learning of word representations and sentence classification. While being an extension of the Word2vec model, FastText treats each word in a corpus differently. Dealing with long-standing challenges such as computing the word representations of text data generated by billions of users inspired the Facebook research team to create their own library for word representation and text classification [JGB+16]. The FastText algorithm is essentially based on related work [BGJM17], [JGBM16]. Both Word2vec and GloVe models treat each word like an atomic entity and generate a vector for each word. Contradictorily, as Figure 2.9 depicts, FastText deals with each word as composed of character n-grams. Hence, the output vector for a word is made of the sum of its character n-grams. For example, the word vector “night” is a sum of the vectors of the n-grams: “<ni”, “nig”, “nigh”, ”night”, ”night>”, “igh”, “ight”, ”ight>”, “ght”, ”ght>”, ”ht>”. FastText learns vectors for n-grams of each word, including the word itself. The adjustment that is calculated from the error is then used consistently to update each of the vectors that were combined to form the target. At each point, a word needs to sum and average its n-gram parts. To make the process faster, FastText use a hash function proposed in [FNV+11]. The main contribution of FastText is using the n-gram feature, which helps the model deal with *Out-of-Vocabulary* (OOV) problem. Learning n-grams of the word helps the model to predict unseen words based on their shared parts. As a result, FastText generates better word embeddings for rare words.

\(^2\)https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText

![Figure 2.9: Model architecture of FastText for a sentence with N ngram features presented by [JGBM16].](image-url)
2.3 Deep learning for Entity Resolution

Entity resolution generations tend to achieve better performance by exploiting external knowledge. Crowd-sourcing ER [WKFF12], which employs human intelligence to break complex tasks for higher accuracy, is among the most common practices in this field. Applying Deep Learning techniques for entity resolution, which incorporate contextual information in the form of word embeddings, is also a popular method that exploits external knowledge. Deep learning methods have been proposed on each entity resolution step, but due to our research’s time constraints, we study deep learning works on the representation and entity matching step. In this section, we review two of the most popular deep learning approaches for ER, which outperformed traditional techniques for entity matching on dirty datasets and laid a foundation for the research on transformer models.

2.3.1 DeepER

DEEPER is a novel entity resolution system, presented by [ETJ+17], which extracts tuple embeddings from individual word embeddings to achieve good accuracy, high efficiency, as well as ease-of-use. Human involvement in each step of entity resolution makes major challenge for democratizing the whole process. The authors of DeepER propose a system that needs much less labeled data by considering prior knowledge of matched values which can capture both syntactic and semantic similarities without feature engineering. The main idea of DeepER, depicted in Figure 2.10, can be divided into a deep neural network which includes embedding lookup layer, composition layer (which is the biggest contribution of the system), similarity layer, dense layer and classification layer. In DeepER, each original tokens using an Embedding lookup, correspond to each attribute. The word embeddings composed into a single vector in the Composition layer. Two different approaches are proposed to achieve a distributed representation of tuples, which we discuss in detail in the next subsection. While both tuples are being compared based on Similarity, in the Dense layer, similar words are close to each other in their semantic space. The Classification layer outputs true if a pair of tuples are match and false in case of mismatch.

Distributed Representations of Tuples

The main contribution of DeepER is based on proposing two methods for effectively computing of Distributed Representations of Tuples (DR) by composing the DRs of all the tokens within all attribute values of a tuple. These two proposed approaches are defined as follows:

- A Simple Approach: Averaging. The first approach proposed by authors is a simple averaging of the tokens. After tokenizing each attribute value into individual words using tokenizer, for each token, the associated embedding is being assigned (the k-dimensional vector). This task is done by GloVe pre-trained dictionary, which we discussed in Subsection 2.2.2. The averaging approach measures the average of word embeddings in each attribute and concatenates attribute embeddings. In this case, Entity Similarity is defined by k-dimensional cosine similarity where k is the
Figure 2.10: Deep entity resolution framework (DeepER) presented by [ETJ+17].

The number of attributes. While the averaging approach is efficient and straightforward to train, it discards the word order, which can be problematic.

Figure 2.11: RNN with LSTM in the hidden layer.

- **Compositional Approach: RNN with LSTM.** To tackle the word order problem, a compositional approach is used, which deploys a neural network to compose the word vectors into an attribute-level composed vector semantically. While many neural network architectures have been proposed, the authors of DeepER deploy uni-
and bi-directional recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with long short term memory (LSTM) hidden units [HS97] to consider the relationship between attributes. A uni-directional recurrent neural network is shown in Figure 2.11, which encodes a sequence of words for all tuple words into a composed vector by processing its word vectors sequentially, at each time step, combining the current input word vector with the previous hidden state. Benefitting from hidden states, allow the neural network to remember the output of the previous time step. The output of the last time step represents the tuple. Bi-directional RNNs provide two different views of the same sequence that can encode information both ways and, therefore, capture dependencies from both directions. Entity Similarity, in this case, is defined by subtracting (vector difference) or multiplying (Hadamard product) of corresponding vector entries, resulting in an x-dimensional similarity vector.

2.3.2 DeepMatcher

After introducing DeepER, a new architecture template for deep learning on entity matching called DeepMatcher [MLR+18] proposed, which considered four different deep learning solutions on different entity matching problems. The main contribution of DeepMatcher is an architecture composed of three modules that can address entity matching problems with any chosen options regarding embedding, attribute similarity, and classification. We investigate this architecture in the following subsection. DeepMatcher assumes that Schema Matching and Blocking are already in place. Four different deep learning solutions for entity matching are selected as follows:

- **SIF: An Aggregate Function Model.** This model applies an aggregate function, specifically a weighted average inspired by Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) sentence embedding model [ALM16] for attribute summarization and an element-wise absolute difference comparison operation to form the input to the classifier module.

- **RNN: A Sequence-aware Model.** It disposes a bidirectional RNN to achieve the tasks mentioned above. This model, which is inspired by [CVMG14], consists of two recurrent neural networks: the forwards RNN to process the information in the regular order and the backward RNN to do the same in the reverse order. Therefore, the final attribute summarization representation corresponds to the concatenation of the last two outputs of the bidirectional RNN.

- **Attention: A Sequence Alignment Model.** The third model uses decomposable attention inspired by [PTDU16] to implement attribute summarization and vector concatenation to perform attribute comparison. We discuss the attention mechanism in Subsection 2.4.1. This model performs soft alignment and pairwise token comparison across the two input sequences.

- **Hybrid: Sequence-aware with Attention.** Combining a bidirectional RNN with decomposable attention to achieve attribute summarization and produce the input for the classifier is done by a Hybrid model. The concept of hybrid typically can lead to higher power and performance in the field of machine learning, and this model is no different.
DeepMatcher considers three types of entity matching problems: Structured EM, which consists of structured records with the same schema, Textual EM, which includes attributes corresponding to raw text entries, and Dirty EM, which follows the same structured form but consists of missing values. After experimental analysis over real-world datasets, DeepMatcher concludes that using deep learning models may not be very efficient in the first two entity resolution generations and justifies the result with the requirement of too many labeled instances. However, deep learning methods outperform traditional entity resolution approaches on third-generation challenges, which considers dirty datasets.

![DeepMatcher Architecture Template](image)

**Figure 2.12:** DeepMatcher framework presented by [MLR+18].

**DeepMatcher Architecture Template**

Proposing an architecture template to fit different deep learning models into an entity matching problem is the main contribution of DeepMatcher. After considering four different deep learning approaches and three different entity matching problems, a general template is designed to consider the language representation, the summarization technique, and the comparison method used to analyze an input pair of sequences. This template, as shown in Subsection 2.3.2 is consisted of three modules as follows:

- **The Attribute Embedding Module.** Each attribute value is tokenized and converted into a sequence of embedding vectors. In other words, This module takes a sequence
of words and converts them to two sequences of word embedding vectors. The authors of DeepMatcher present two possible categories of embedding choices as the granularity of the embedding and training possibility of the embedding. Granular-based options include word-level embeddings [MSC+13] which encode each word in the sequence as a fixed d-dimensional vector and character-level embeddings [BGJM17] that takes word characters as input and use a neural network to produce the mentioned vector. Train-based embedding is simply the choice of using pre-trained word-embedding (such as Word2vec and GloVe) or train embeddings from scratch.

- The Attribute Similarity Representation Module. Given the attribute value embeddings from the previous part as input, this module encodes this input to a representation that captures the attribute value similarities. In order to achieve this goal, two different operations are performed as follows: Attribute summarization which takes the two sequences as input and after applying the desired operation, summarises the information, and Attribute comparison that given the summary vectors, applies a comparison function to obtain the final similarity of the attribute values. Attribute summarisation can be done by aggregate function, sequence-aware summarisation, sequence alignment, or a hybrid combination of more than one method. Typically, the two main options for comparison operation are fixed distance functions, which include pre-defined distance metrics such as euclidean distance, and Learnable Distance Functions that rely on classification module to learn a similarity function itself.

- The Classifier Module. Entity resolution is a binary classification problem. This module takes the similarity representations as input and after feeding them into a classifier, determines if the pair refer to the same real-world object. DeepMatcher authors used a neural network as classifier.

## 2.4 Attention and Transformers

The architectures applying recurrent neural networks (RNN) at its core have dominated the field of natural language processing for a long time [SVL14]. We reviewed some of them in the previous section. As we mentioned before, the RNN models suffer from drawbacks such as bottleneck problem (dealing with the long sentences) [BCB14], insufficient learning of long-range dependencies [VSP+17], and long training time. In this section, we provide the necessary background information on a mechanism designed to solve this problem called Attention. Furthermore, we discuss Transformers, a particular type of neural network based on attention, and focus on four of the most recent attention-based transformer architectures we use for entity resolution.

### 2.4.1 Attention

Attention is a technique proposed in [BCB14], [LPM15] in response to the bottleneck problem of machine translation systems. The basic idea of the attention mechanism is based on letting the model focus on the input sequence’s relevant parts as needed. Based on the intuition of self-attention, a word can be represented as a weighted combination of
its neighborhood. In an encoder-decoder model, the importance of relating words is prioritized by weights to help the decoder improve its prediction. In order to get a better idea of attention mechanism, it is better to understand how self-attention works. Figure 2.13 concentrates on self-attention functionality. Take the sentence, “My mother takes my sister on a trip because she loves her.” as an example. Different words in its neighborhood can represent the word “she”. For the human reader, “she” can be represented by the words “My” and “mother”. Neural machine translation models struggle when it comes to translating, such as a sentence. Besides forgetting issue, lack of association between the words, make their predictions vulnerable. By deploying an attention mechanism, we can train a language model to pay attention to relevant words in its neighborhood in a closer way to what the human reader does. The first sequence-to-sequence model, with attention mechanism, profoundly improved the quality of machine translation systems. Sequence-to-sequence models are deep learning models that take a sequence of items and output another sequence of items. In the case of machine translation systems, items are words. This model is composed of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder processes each item in the input sequence and captures the information into a vector called the context. Both encoder and decoder tend to be a recurrent neural network. This architecture has achieved much success in tasks like image captioning, text summarization, and machine translation. As Figure 2.14 depicts, the encoder RNN takes two inputs (an input word (an embedded vector) and a hidden state) at each time step and yields an output. Since the encoder is an RNN, it can update its hidden state at the same time. After processing the entire input, the encoder passes the context vector along with the decoder. At this time step, the decoder receives the last hidden state as the context, which is problematic. Long sentences make it harder to transfer knowledge about the source sentence to the
target sentence. It is instinctive to understand that the longer the sequence, the harder it is to get all the necessary information. What [LPM15] proposes is to apply the attention mechanism between the source and target sentence. In this way, instead of having the last hidden state as the context, the decoder has access to all the hidden states of the encoder. This procedure helps the decoder to focus on the relevant parts of the source input. Before producing its output, the decoder receives a set of encoder last hidden states. Each hidden state is most associated with the specific word in the source sentence. Based on association, the decoder gives each hidden state a score, which we show in Figure 2.14 as attention distribution at a specific time step.

The next step is multiplying each hidden state by its softmax score and drowning out hidden states with low scores. The decoder uses this information (now related words data) to produce its output. Assume that we want to translate the English sentence "He is sleeping" to the German counterpart "Erschläft" as shown in Figure 2.14. It is helpful for the decoder to consider all encoder hidden states' information rather than the last one when it is trying to produce the word schläft. By applying attention mechanism, the decoder will learn to focus on the essential hidden states of the encoder at each given time. Deploying attention mechanism on neural machine translations, which resulted in a high performance, inspired other researchers to use attention’s power on a new approach called Transformers.
2.4.2 Transformer

The transformer is a deep machine learning model first introduced by [VSP+17], which relies solely on attention’s power. While using LSTM and gated neural networks [CGCB14] became common in sequence modeling problems such as machine translation, incorporating attention mechanism along with a neural network, gained much success in tasks like text summarization and machine translation. The authors of [VSP+17] introduce a new architecture called Transformer, which completely abandons RNNs and is exclusively based on attention to draw global dependencies between input and output. Due to its architecture, transformers do not require that the sequential data be processed in order, leading to higher parallelization power and translation quality. As shown in Figure 2.15,

![Figure 2.15: Transformer architecture proposed by [VSP+17]](image-url)

the transformer architecture maintains the classical encoder/decoder model, but it succeeded the RNN by a new design called Multi-head attention. The original encoder and
decoder architecture is composed of a stack of 6 identical layers. Encoder layers broke into two sub-layers: a multi-head self-attention mechanism and a position-wise fully connected feed-forward network. The authors of the transformer use a residual connection, proposed by [HZRS16] around each sub-layers, which improves training performance. In addition to the two sub-layers in each encoder layer, the decoder includes a third sub-layer, which performs multi-head attention over the encoder stack’s output. Multi-head attention allows the model to jointly attend to information from different representation sub spaces at different positions. The decoder’s self-attention mechanism only has access to the words created by the decoder, and words that need to be processed are listed as masked when masking words with high negative values will be discarded from the learning algorithm.

In order to deal with order of the sequence, The authors use a method called positional encoding for each input word which can inject some information about the relative or absolute position of tokens in the sequence. Positional encoding can obtain by combination of the functions sine and cosine with different frequencies. Final experiments conclude that the transformer model can be trained significantly faster than architectures based on recurrent or convolutional layers. Also, transformers outperformed the Google Neural Machine Translation model in many tasks which inspired a new wave of transformer architectures which have been trained with huge general language datasets, and can be fine-tuned to specific language tasks.

### 2.4.3 BERT Transformer

The popularity of transformer architectures sparked a lot of new papers based on this idea. BERT, first introduced in [DCLT18], is one of the most popular transformers that outperformed traditional deep learning models for many natural language processing tasks. In this section, we will study BERT as one of the four approaches we use in our proposed design.

#### What is BERT?

BERT is a universal language model, pre-trained on large amounts of text data to fine-tune it on downstream tasks in a supervised manner with relatively little data. BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, which emphasize the importance of bidirectional learning during pre-training. Semi-supervised sequence learning [DL15] introduced two approaches that use unlabelled data to improve sequence learning with recurrent networks. These two proposed approaches can be used as a Pre-training step for a supervised sequence learning algorithm. The two strategies for applying pre-trained language representation are Feature-based and Fine-tuning. Feature-based strategies deploy task-specific architecture and include the pre-trained representations as additional features[PN118],[JBS17]. Fine-tuned methods introduce minimal task-specific and are trained on the downstream tasks by simply fine-tuning all pre-trained parameters [RNSS18]. The BERT authors argue that two approaches cannot satisfy unidirectional language model restrictions. Specifically, the fine-tuning approach, such as GPT, uses left to right context to predict, and this could be very harmful where it is crucial to incorporate context from both directions in tasks such as question answering.
BERT is jointly conditioning on both the left and right context of the query token during pre-training. BERT uses a transformer language model designed by [VSP+17] at its heart, but only deploys encoder layers. Moreover, when it comes to prediction, BERT contradicts other transformer architectures’ methods. To be able to condition in both the left and right context, BERT applies a Masked Language Model (MLM) inspired by [Tay53]. The masked language model randomly masks 15% of the input tokens and aims to predict the original vocabulary id of the word based solely on its context. In this way, BERT can grasp a very informative contextualized word embeddings through this process. BERT also uses a Next Sentence Prediction task that jointly pre-trains text-pair representations. BERT is available by Google in two model sizes as follows:

- **BERT\_BASE**: 12 transformer blocks, 768 hidden units, and 12 attention heads.
- **BERT\_LARGE**: 24 transformer blocks, 1024 hidden units, and 16 attention heads.

BERT\_BASE is comparable in size to the GPT transformer in order to compare performance. BERT\_LARGE was introduced to prove that larger models lead to a strict accuracy improvement across benchmark datasets.

![Figure 2.16: BERT input representation introduced in [DCLT18]](image)

**Input and Output Representations**

BERT input representation can represent both a single sentence and a pair of sentences in one token sequence. Each word is divided into tokens, and special tokens are added. The first token of every sequence is always a special classification token ([CLS]). We use the final state corresponding to this token as the aggregate sequence representation for our classification input on our proposed approach. A special separation token separates the sentences in each sequence ([SEP]). For a given token, its input representation is built by summing the corresponding token, segment, and position embeddings as shown in Figure 2.16.

**Masked Language Model**

The main contribution of BERT is a bidirectional model. Standard conditional language models can only be trained left-to-right or right-to-left. For example, let us consider

[^3]: https://github.com/google-research/bert
Figure 2.17: BERT bidirectional approach to predict the token.

the following sentence: “Trump claims victory as US nears 130,000 coronavirus deaths”. Also, let us assume that we want to predict the token “as” by its left context as shown in Figure 2.17. With this approach, the model can look at the tokens ‘Trump’, ‘claims’, and ‘victory’ to predict the next token. Using the left and right context, the model already knows the following tokens, and the prediction achieves much higher accuracy. In order to train a deep bidirectional model, we mask around 15 percent of input tokens and then predict the masked tokens. In this case, the final hidden vectors corresponding to the mask tokens are fed into an output softmax over the vocabulary. BERT language modeling with predicting the masked token depicted in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: BERT language modeling with masked token prediction simplified by [Ala18].
Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)

BERT performs next sentence prediction as another unsupervised task during pre-training. NSP is performed to better understand the relationship between two sentences in order to tackle some of the most important downstream tasks such as natural language inference and question answering [LL18]. The model receives two sentences as input and has to predict if the second sentence follows the first sentence. The training set for this task consists of 50% of sentences that are actual next sentence and 50% of sentences that are random sentences from the corpus. The paper proves that the training of NSP is very advantageous to question answering task.

2.4.4 DistilBERT Transformer

In this section, we discuss another member of the BERT family, DistilBERT [SDCW19], a transformer model that pursues speed, compactness, and feasibility in real-world applications. We review the knowledge challenge the DistilBERT is facing and its approach to solving this problem.

What is DistilBERT?

DistilBERT is a distilled version of BERT, making it smaller, faster, cheaper, and lighter. The authors of DistilBERT argue that using large transformer models to get higher accuracy can limit their application in real-world projects. DistilBERT aims for a smaller version of transformer language models that can produce impressive results. This model practices knowledge distillation to reduce the model size to deal with the cost of exponentially scaling transformers models [SGM19]. While benefiting from the same general architecture as BERT, DistilBERT architecture removed the token-type embeddings and the pooler while the number of layers is reduced by a factor of 2. The authors of DistilBERT show that their model retains 97% of the original BERT model performance on benchmark datasets while reducing the size by 40% and being faster 60%.

Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge Distillation, proposed by [HVD15], is a compression technique in which the smaller model (the student) is trained to reproduce the behavior of the original model (the teacher). Generalized Knowledge Distillation, sometimes also referred to as teacher-student learning, aims to learn the model’s dark knowledge. Dark knowledge refers to tokens with a low probability that may include crucial information, and the model must generalize them. In an example shown in Figure 2.19, let us assume the language model predicts the last token in a sentence "I think this is the beginning of a beautiful ...", while the words’ day’ and ‘life’ have a high probability of being matched, most parts of the list include tokens with almost zero possibility. The challenge of Knowledge Distillation is learning a prediction considering high possibility words and near-zero possibilities called "soft targets". To learn both high possibility tokens and soft targets, DistilBERT introduce
a triple loss combining language modeling, distillation and cosine-distance losses. Triple loss of DistilBERT is proposed as follows:

- **Masked Language Modeling.** As the teacher model in our case is original BERT, the loss function is also original masked language modeling to predict the masked tokens. We elaborated on this in section.

- **Distillation Loss.** The student is trained with a distillation loss over the soft target probabilities of the teacher as:

  \[ L_{ce} = \sum_{i} t_i * \log(s_i) \]

  where \( t_i \) (respectively \( s_i \)) is a probability estimated by the teacher (respectively the student). The authors of the paper recommenced using a technique called soft max-temperature to smooth the output distribution.

- **Cosine Embedding Loss** A somewhat technical loss to align the directions of the student and teacher hidden state vectors.

### 2.4.5 XLNET Transformer

The success of BERT transformer in many natural language processing tasks motivated the other researches to follow this transformer step into finding a way toward a more trustworthy design. In this section, we overview the XLNet [YDY+19], another state-of-art transformer that tackles BERT problems with a novel approach.

#### What is XLNet?

XLNet is an autoregressive language model that produces the joint probability of a sequence of tokens based on the transformer architecture with recurrence. XLNet aims to
determine the probability of a token conditioned on all permutations of tokens in a sentence instead of focusing only on one side of the target token. The authors of XLNet argue that while BERT approach is beneficial in many NLP tasks, it has two serious downsides as follows:

- **Pretrain-finetune Discrepancy.** BERT’s main task is to use a masked language model and attempt to predict the masked tokens. BERT deploys this approach to achieve bidirectional representation, which helps the model to handle language-based tasks. Considering masked tokens are artificial symbols that never occur in downstream tasks, a pretrain-finetune discrepancy problem arises.

- **Independence Assumption.** BERT process all masked tokens in a parallel way and independent of each other. The independence assumption is not justified.

To tackle these problems, XLNet integrates ideas from the classical Transformer-XL model [DYY+19], the state-of-the-art autoregressive model, into pre-training. Therefore, XLNet is a generalized autoregressive pre-training method. Autoregressive (AR) language models [DL15] are types of models that limit predicting the next word to only one direction. AR models can predict the next word either forward or backward. Since generating context is usually forward direction, AR models achieve excellent results in generative natural language processing tasks [RNSS18]. Nevertheless, learning in only one direction restricts the model to capture a bidirectional context. XLNet proposes a new method called *Permutation Language Modeling*, which can comprise the bidirectional context and solve BERT drawbacks. XLNet outperforms BERT on 20 tasks and achieves state-of-the-art results on 18 tasks, including question answering, natural language inference, document ranking, and sentiment analysis.

**Transformer Architecture**

XLNet utilizes underlying Transformer-XL architecture at its core, based on the original transformer structure proposed in [VSP+17] but with a different design. The model is a *Transformer-Decoder*, made up of a stack of recurrent decoders, and it does no involve any encoder blocks. Transformer-XL deploys the attention mechanism to deal with long-range dependencies. The decoder needs to look at the whole sentence and extract information selectively to translate it. The decoder has access to all hidden states and uses attention weights to focus on related words for each token. The two essential techniques integrated from Transformer-XL into XLNet are as follows:

- **Positional Encodings.** Transformer-XL proposes a new way of relative positional encodings to keep track of each token’s position in a sequence in order to reuse the hidden states. This approach gives the model ability to learn dependencies beyond a fixed-length without disrupting temporal coherence [BS20].

- **Segment Recurrence.** Transformer-XL suggests a new mechanism that creates a segment-level recurrence in the hidden states. As a result, the effective context being used can go way beyond just two segments. Furthermore, Practicing this technique leads to faster evaluation. Specifically, during the evaluation, the representations from the previous segments can be reused instead of being computed from scratch.
Permutation Language Model

The main contribution of XLNet, inspired by [UCG+16], is a modified language model training objective that learns conditional distributions for all possible permutations of tokens in a sequence. Rather than utilizing fixed backward or forward learning, XLNET maximizes expected log-likelihood over all possible permutations of the sequence. Therefore, each position learns to employ contextual information from all positions, thereby capturing the bidirectional context. Figure 2.20 illustrates the permutation language modeling objective in brief. Let us consider that we are learning the token at the 3rd position in the sentence \( (x_3) \). Model training with different permutations of the tokens in the sentence at the end of all such permutations, we would have learned \( x_3 \), given all other words in the sentence.

![Figure 2.20: Illustration of the permutation language modeling objective for prediction a token [YDY+19].](image)

2.4.6 GPT2 Transformer

The encoder-decoder architecture is not the only approach for transformers concerning language modeling. BERT’s progress as a stack of encoders was a step toward a new wave in architectures that use either the encoder or decoder. In this section, we discuss one of these modern architectures, GPT-2, that delivers excellent performance in natural language processing tasks.
What is GPT-2?

GPT-2 proposed in [RWC+19] stands for “Generative Pre-trained Transformer 2”. *Generative* for being the model used to generate (predict) the next word, *Pre-trained* for creating a large language model that can be fine-tuned for specific tasks, and *Transformer* for using the transformer architecture. While BERT uses transformer encoders, GPT-2 is built on transformer decoders. The GPT-2 was trained on a substantial 40GB dataset that the OpenAI researchers crawled from the internet, and this made GPT-2 very powerful dealing with different tasks. OpenAI released four versions of GPT-2⁴, in which the largest variant takes 6.5 GB of storage data. The basic idea of GPT-2 architecture is stacking up transformer decoders as high as possible and feed the data through the pre-trained model. Unlike BERT, GPT-2 yields one token at a time. GPT-2 also is an *Autoregressive Model*, which means after each token is produced, that token is added to the sequence of inputs. Moreover, the new sequence becomes the input of the model in its next step. Being an autoregressive model prevents GPT-2 to capture the context bidirectionally.

The Decoder-Only Block

GPT-2, at its core, uses the *Transformer-Decoder* model, which suggested first in [LSP+18]. The Transformer-Decoder model is a stack of decoders in which each block includes a particular *Masked Self-Attention* layer. The Self-Attention layer in BERT allows the model to pay attention to its right tokens, but Masked Self-Attention layer blocks information from tokens that are to the right of the calculated position. Figure 2.22 shows the difference between the self-attention layer in both architectures. Following the introduction of six transformer decoder blocks in the first Transformer-Decoder architecture, another language model inspired by a stack of decoders proposed by [ARCC+19] to predict one character at a time. GPT-2 starts to process the tokens by generating actual samples. The model only has one input token at the same time, and only its associated path would be active. Given the vector output, the model can score the vector against its vast vocabulary and returns the token with the highest probability. Following, the model adds the output into the input sequence, and the next prediction step begins.

![Figure 2.21: Self-Attention vs. Masked Self-Attention.](https://github.com/openai/gpt-2)

⁴https://github.com/openai/gpt-2
Input and Output Representations

Before feeding the input into the model, GPT-2, like many transformers, refines the input word embedding in its embedding matrix. Positional encodings as the signal that shows the order of the words to the transformer blocks are the next step that should be incorporated into the token. After processing the token by the highest decoder layer, the model produces its output vector, multiplying it by the embedding matrix. The result of this multiplication is interpreted as a score for each word in the model’s vocabulary. The best token with the highest probability would be selected. To improve the performance of the model, GPT-2 can consider the top 40 tokens with the best score. The model continues iterating until the entire context is generated (1024 tokens) or until an end-of-sequence token is produced. Figure[2] portrays the process of feeding text inputs into the GPT-2 transformer model.

Figure 2.22: GPT-2 transformer architecture simplified by [Ala19].

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we overview Entity Resolution as a task and describe the challenges we face in this process. We briefly review ER methods through time, which can help us gain the necessary background knowledge about the entity resolution framework. We study word embedding and three popular approaches, such as Word2vec, GloVe, and FastText. Using embeddings, we discover two deep learning models on entity matching tasks to achieve higher performance. Inspired by an attention mechanism on deep learning methods, we explore transformers and pay special attention to transformer models, namely BERT, DistillBert, GPT-2, and XLNet.
3 Design

In Chapter 2, we presented the necessary background knowledge concerning the topics covered in this thesis. In this we define precise research questions addressed in this research as well as the proposed design of the approach we practice for the task of entity resolution. This chapter is structured as follows:

- We begin by establishing the research questions to be evaluated in our work (Section 3.1).
- In (Section 3.2), we present our proposed approach for using attention-based transformers to tackle the entity resolution problem.
- Finally, we provide a summary of the main topics we discussed in this chapter in (Section 3.3)

3.1 Research Questions

This research initiative is an attempt to understand how well the most recent attention-based transformer architectures (BERT, XLNet, GPT2, and DistilBERT) perform on the task of entity resolution. Based on the literature review we are able to specify the specified set of evaluation questions we intend to answer in this thesis:

1. To what extent does the performance at the classification of an entity resolution classifier model (XGBoost) using pre-trained embeddings from a fixed transformer model depend on tuning the hyper-parameters of the model (assuming a competitive reasonable basic configuration)?

2. Assuming a fixed set of hyper-parameters on a classifier model, what is the role of alternative pre-trained transformer models on the accuracy of the overall entity resolution formulation?

3. Assuming a fixed pre-trained transformer model, what is the role of alternative classifiers on the accuracy of the overall entity resolution formulation?

3.2 Proposed Approach: Transformer-based ER

To address our research questions, we prototype an architecture that should support an Entity Resolution task by any chosen pre-trained transformer model on any chosen dataset. The design we propose, depicted in [Figure 3.1], embodies two critical layers: the transformer and classifier layers.
Figure 3.1: Design of the proposed approach for the task of entity resolution.
The first layer, a chosen transformer discussed in Subsection 2.4.2, takes each record as input to tokenize, embed, and learn contextualized word embeddings. The second layer, a classification layer, is not pre-trained and contains a chosen classifier which should be trained for a binary classification problem. The classifier takes a training set of labeled records (matched and non-matched) and outputs predictions for unseen data. We will now illustrate how any desired record can be processed and classified through our proposed approach. Each entity belonging to the chosen dataset contains a single text blob. The context may vary depending on the dataset. Due to this research’s time and resource limitations, we decided to process each feature (independent variable) separately and concatenate the output before feeding the classification layer. Next, the single text blob is tokenized. After adding special tokens to the text blob, for each token, the corresponding embedding is assigned. Padding and masking are essential before feeding the embedded entity into the transformer model. Parallelized processing executed by the transformer model leads to better performance compared to traditional deep learning approaches [MLR+18]. Transfer models are neither trained nor fine-tuned to do classification, but due to their concept of being a universal language model, they can perform the classification task. The output of the first layer is represented in the hidden state at position 0 and is a vector of size 768. Given two embedded datasets, each consisting of input word embeddings related to a given entity identified by an ID, and a similarity ground truth consisting of the pairs of keys for similar entities, we create a list of triplets from matched and non-matched examples. Each triplet includes a pair of embedded Entity A and Entity B, and their similarity status (matched or non-matched). We composed the training list with 66% of records as the training set examples and 33% as test set instances. Before feeding the training set into the chosen classifier, we block the training data by grouping each pair using similarity metrics.

The training set, including blocked labeled entities, feed into the chosen classifier. We use xgboost, proposed in [CHB+15], as a standard classifier to deal with binary classification problem. We employ k-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of the model. This thesis examines the effect of using different transformer models and different classifiers in the proposed design.

The model design, depicted in Figure 3.1, is guided by the following principles:

- **Tokenization.** Tokenization is an essential task before feeding the data into the transformer models. We use transformers’ tokenizer gathered by hugging face to achieve all tokenization at once. Figure 3.2 shows the tokenization process guided by the following steps: First, tokenizer splits the words into tokens. Next, special symbols are used to feed the output into the classification layer ([CLS]) and to separate the two entities ([SEP]). The idea of using a special classification token is an architectural decision proposed by [DCLT18] to keep the model flexible. The tokenization task between transformer models is slightly different. Models such as the BERT family split the words into tokens by white space, punctuation, and in case of some of them special abbreviations. The other transfer models, such as XLNet, are not required to pre-tokenize the input into word sequences.

- **Word embedding.** In order to feed the data into a pre-trained transformer model, the input should be represented as word embedding. After tokenizing each word on attribute separately, the transformer’s tokenizer practices a standard word embedding method such as word2vec to replace all tokens with their associated id based on the lookup table. The transformer model takes these embeddings as input and
learns a contextualized embedding as output. The new embedding is carrying information about the profound relationship between the words, and in case of out of vocabulary word, it is the optimal word representation for the unseen word.

- **Padding.** Before using a pre-trained transformer model to output a contextualized word representation, padding the input is a mandatory step for most transformers. With padding, we make all the vectors the same size by filling shorter sentences with the token id 0. The output is a matrix that is ready to be processed by the transformer.

- **Masking.** Masking step, as shown in Figure 3.1, is a totally different concept with learning masked token in some transformers, namely, BERT. After modifying the size of each vector with padding, using a masking step is necessary to avoid over-fitting. The model prone to confuse the extra padded values with real values, and for this matter, we need to create another variable such as mask to tell the model to ignore padded values.

- **Blocking.** Entity resolution is a quadratic problem. In order to achieve entity matching, each entity should compare to all of the entities, which makes the process time-consuming and can suffer from memory loss. Utilizing the ground-truth dataset, which includes true labeled records as the baseline, we group similar entities into blocks, and comparisons are executed only inside each block.

### 3.2.1 Data Pre-Processing and Vectorization

For pre-processing and vectorization of the data, these dataset pairs are tokenized for string attributes except the first column, ID, using pre-trained transformers’ tokenizer. Before feeding the data into the transformer to tokenize, we need to solve some concerns that may arise. Regarding missing values, we convert 'NaN' to an empty string, which during the embedding process associated with a unique value. The last column of our entity resolution datasets that refer to price can include additional signs. We use the python string rstrip method to solve this issue. Following the tokenization output, we embed each word in the attributes independently. Using the ground-truth dataset, we generate the new embedded vector as the sum of the matched or non-matched embedding pairs. For the similarity computation between pairs, we calculate the average absolute deviation between vectors of each attribute, and for the last attribute, which is typically price, we measure the absolute difference over the normalized values.

### 3.2.2 Classification

Entity resolution is a binary classification problem. Given a pair of training and test set consists of match and non-match records, the classifier predicts if a pair of unseen data are matched. One of the biggest challenges that entity matching faces is Class Imbalance. Due to the extent of non-match records, in real-world datasets, the class distributions are highly imbalanced. To tackle this issue, we construct our training and test set, such as 66% of records as non-matched and the rest as matched. We apply XGBoost, which we overview in Section 4.1, as our baseline classifier due to its performance and accuracy.
3.2.3 Evaluation

The essential evaluation metrics we use in our experimental evaluation are as follows:

- **Accuracy.** Metric used to calculate the ratio of the number of correct predictions to the total number of input samples. So in our case, accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct matched or non-matched prediction to the number of input.

\[
Accuracy = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

Where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP = False Positives, and FN = False Negatives.

- **F1 Score.** Metric used to measure the classification accuracy of the model. It is the
harmonic mean of Precision (fraction of exact predicted matched records among all records that predicated as matched) and Recall (fraction of exact predicted matched records to the total number of matched records in our dataset).

\[
F1Score = 2 \left( \frac{Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall} \right)
\]

- **Logarithmic Loss.** Metric used to measures the performance of a classification model where the prediction input is a probability value between 0 and 1. It takes into account the uncertainty of the prediction based on how much it varies from the actual label. This gives us a more nuanced view into the performance of our model. **Logarithmic Loss** (LogLoss), works by penalising the false classifications. When working with LogLoss, the classifier must assign probability to each class for all the samples. Suppose, there are N samples belonging to M classes, then the Log Loss is calculated as below:

\[
\text{LogarithmicLoss} = \left( -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} y_{ij} \times \log(P_{ij}) \right)
\]

### 3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we present our thesis’s design, which is a general approach for applying pre-trained transformer models on entity resolution task. We finalize our research questions formulated to be answered as part of this thesis. Additionally, we broke our design into different steps such as tokenization, word embedding, or blocking to further detail. Finally, we conclude this chapter by providing information about the classification step and evaluation metrics we use in this thesis.
4 Experimental Setup

In the following chapter we provide all the information required to reproduce the evaluation results reported in this research:

- In Section 4.1, we present a gentle introduction to XGBoost as our main classification model as well as some extra details regarding the selected hyper parameters.

- Section 4.2 is dedicated to the description of two datasets used in the experiments.

- Finally, we conclude the chapter by providing a detailed specification hardware and software resources used, in Section 4.3.

4.1 Classification Algorithm: XGBoost

The classification unit of our Entity Resolution Transformer approach practices a classifier to predict if the pair of embedded data is matched or non-matched. We choose the XGBoost algorithm due to execution speed and model performance between other machine learning algorithms. XGBoost is a decision tree-based ensemble Machine Learning algorithm that employs a gradient boosting technique for classification and regression problems. Decision tree-based algorithms tend to outperform all other algorithms in dealing with small-to-medium structured/tabular data. [HL03] shows that combining classifiers leads to a decrease in misclassification error in a wide range of applications. This method which is called Bagging aggregates prediction from multiple decision trees using a majority voting mechanism. Furthermore, [LW02] presents random forests which add an additional layer of randomness to bagging. Random forests use a counter intuitive strategy that benefits from only a subset of features that are selected at random to build a forest (collection of decision trees). Decision Trees boosting, an alternative approach, emerged in [DC96]. In a successful attempt to improve accuracy with some small risk of less coverage, models are built sequentially by minimizing the errors from previous models while increasing of high-performing models. Using a gradient boosting machine[Fri01] that employs a gradient descent algorithm to minimize errors in sequential models is a widely-used machine learning algorithm, due to its efficiency, accuracy, and interpretability.

XGBoost, an optimized version of gradient boosting algorithm, outperforms most machine learning algorithms for structured or tabular data[CG16]. XGBoost stands for eXtreme Gradient Boosting, it was developed by Tianqi Chen and now is part of a wider collection of open-source libraries developed by the Distributed Machine Learning Community. A comprehensive benchmark done by Szilard Pafka¹ shows that XGBoost outperforms several other well-known implementations of gradient tree boosting. XGBoost achieves

¹https://github.com/szilard/benchm-ml
efficiency in time and performance through tree pruning, parallel processing, handling
missing values, and regularization to avoid overfitting.

4.1.1 Hyperparameters

In order to tackle our first research question, we need to have enough knowledge about
hyperparameters in our desired classifier. In machine learning, a hyperparameter is a
parameter whose value is used to control the learning process [CDM15]. In this research,
we want to examine the effect of tuning hyperparameters on final match/non-match clas-
sification task.

XGBoost authors classified the overall parameters into 3 categories:

- **General Parameters.** relate to overall functionality of XGBoost.
- **Booster Parameters.** depend on which booster you have chosen.
- **Learning Task Parameters.** decide on the learning scenario.

General parameters mostly are set automatically by XGBoost. Learning task parameters
decide on the learning scenario. Given that the scikit-learn API of XGBoost is easy to
use, we skip using learning task parameters (optimization) and focus on booster param-
eters. Due to this thesis’s time and memory constraint, we choose five essential booster
parameters to tune.

These five parameters are as summarized below:

- **max_depth.** It is the maximum number of nodes allowed from the root to the most
distant leaf of a tree. While deep trees can model more complex relationships, but
they are also prone to overfitting.

- **eta.** This parameter presents the learning rate. It corresponds to the amount of
correction we make at each step. The lower rate of learning can make the model
robust regarding overfitting.

- **gamma.** This parameter displays minimum loss reduction required to make a fur-
ther partition on a leaf node of the tree. The larger gamma makes the model robust
towards overfitting.

- **min_child_weight.** It is the minimum weight required to create a new node in the
tree. Again, while a smaller number of this parameter lets the algorithm create
children that correspond to fewer samples and model complex trees, it is also likely
to overfit.

- **subsample.** This parameter measures the sampling of the dataset that is done at
each boosting round. In other words, it corresponds to the ratio of training instances.
The desired value of subsample is the percentage of randomly sample training data
before growing trees, which can be beneficial to prevent overfitting.
4.2 Datasets

The authors of DeepMatching demonstrated that classical entity matching approaches do not perform well on challenging datasets. In order to test our attention-based transformers, we use two publicly available structured dataset pairs from different domains, as depicted in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Features Used</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon-Google</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ID, Name, Description, Manufacturer, Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP-ACM</td>
<td>Citation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ID, Title, Authors, Venue, Year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Overview of datasets.

Moreover, each dataset pair is followed by a Ground Truth dataset, which consists of mapping the structured tuples (ID) from each of the datasets in the pair, acting as a basis for entity matching.

4.3 Experimental Environment

In this section, we overview the essential details about the experiment setup we deploy, running the experiments of this thesis. We employ the following configurations as follows:

**Machine Configuration**

- **Operating System** macOS Catalina (Version 10.15.4 (19E287))
- **Processor** 2.7 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5
- **Memory** 8 GB 1867 MHz DDR3
- **Graphics** Intel Iris Graphics 6100 1536 MB

**Programming Framework**

- **Programming Languages** Python (Version 3.7.2)
- **Programming Tools** PyCharm community edition (Version 2016.2.3), Jupyter Notebook (Version 4.3.1), Google Colab
- **Libraries** Transformers, Scikit-learn (Version 0.22.2), Numpy (Version 1.18.4), Pandas (Version 1.0.3), PyTorch (Version 1.2.0), XGBoost (Version 0.90), Matplotlib (Version 3.2.1)
4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we provide an overview of XGBoost, our classification algorithm, and its parameters, which we attempt to tune in our research. Furthermore, we describe our input datasets and an additional ground-truth dataset, which are essential in our study. Finally, we provide crucial information about our experimental setup, including the details regarding the versions of used libraries to ensure the reproducibility of the results from now on.
5 Evaluation and Results

In the following chapter, we present and discuss the evaluation results for the experiments we conducted to address the research questions raised in (Section 3.1). This chapter consists of the following sections:

1. In Section 5.1, we discuss the effect of tuning hyper-parameters of an entity resolution classifier model, assuming using pre-trained embeddings from a fixed transformer.

2. Section 5.2 is dedicated to comparing alternative pre-trained transformer models’ performance on the accuracy of the overall entity resolution formulation.

3. In Section 5.3, we present the evaluation results for the experiments conducted by different classifiers.

4. Section 5.4 is a summarization about the fundamental findings of this evaluation set and the most interesting observations.

5.1 RQ1: Hyper-parameter Tuning

In this section, we present the evaluation results regarding the tuning hyper-parameters of the entity resolution classifier model.

- **Experiment Setup:**
  In this experiment, we fixed DistilBert as our pre-trained transformer model and XGBClassifier for the classification core (between matched/non-matched pairs). Due to challenges imposed by operating large-scale pre-trained models in under-constrained (computational) systems, using DistilBert as a smaller, faster, and lighter version of Bert is inevitable [SDCW19]. XGBoost classifier is our choice for the classification layer of the model. We considered the number of decision trees (n_estimators), size of decision trees (max_depth), learning rate (learning_rate), minimum loss reduction required to make a further partition (gamma), the minimum sum of instance weight needed in a child (min_child_weight), and subsample ratio of the training instances (subsample) as hyper-parameters we want to tune. We set LogarithmicLoss as our evaluation metric. Furthermore, we used GridSearchCV of the scikit-learn library to evaluate all the possible combinations of parameter values. Due to the memory limit challenge, we avoided exploring a combination of two parameters at the same time. In our practice, we fixed the first parameter with the best result and checked the second parameter given the first one.
• Expected Results:
In general, we expect the number and size of decision trees plus learning rate (n_estimators, max_depth, and eta) play an important factor regarding the model performance due to their nature. Regarding the effect of tuning hyper-parameters on different datasets, we expect to see a more significant impact on the Amazon-Google dataset than DBLP-ACM. The later already benefits from high accuracy because of its structured content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Before Tuning</th>
<th>After Tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon-Google</td>
<td>85.80</td>
<td>87.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP-ACM</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>90.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Effect of hyper-parameter tuning for all datasets based on the accuracy.

• Results:
We observed that generally, the number of decision trees, the size of trees, and the learning rate could make a noticeable change regarding the logarithmic loss. However, this amount was different between datasets. The other parameters also played an important role in exceptional cases. Figure 5.1 shows that while running a hyper-parameter tuning on the Amazon-Google dataset, we observed than increasing number of decision trees could be beneficial. Still, we don’t see a considerable change after 150 estimators. We recorded a similar behavior with an increase in the size of decision trees. The model suffered fast with expanding the depth of the tree from 3 to 4. The model performed the best on the learning rate = 0.1. With the already best configuration of n_estimators, max_depth, and learning_rate, the gamma parameter did not affect the model immensely. Parameters, namely, min_child_weight and subsample parameters followed the same pattern and did not make a difference.

And finally, hyper-parameter tuning on the ACM-DBLP dataset resulted in an unstable configuration. Figure 5.2 depicts that after two runs, the number of decision trees did not change the loss, and the number of 150 estimators got fixed. Similar behavior had been observed during increasing the size of the tree, which finalized with n=3. The model did not show any difference after increasing the learning rate from 0.10. Again, the difference that the gamma parameter made was so small that we could ignore it. Increasing min_child_weight underwent a considerable loss, and we stuck with 1.0. The subsample parameter showed an unpredictable pattern, and we fixed the parameter n=0.60. Ultimately, the model using tuned hyper-parameter values had a slightly better overall performance. The effect on Amazon-Google dataset was higher than ACM-DBLP.

Table 5.1 shows the performance of the model before and after hyper-parameter tuning task. As we expected, the effect of tuning for the Amazon-Google dataset was better than the DBLP-ACM dataset, while the margin between the two models is relatively small.

• Analysis:
Parameters such as number of trees and the size of trees influenced the performance because of their nature. Increasing the number of trees means new trees attempt to model and correct the errors made by previous trees. While more trees can
Figure 5.1: Overview of hyper-tuned results on Amazon-Google dataset.

be advantageous for improving performance, from one point, there is a limit that the model reaches a point of diminishing returns. The size of decision trees and a trade-off between a weak learner and a deep learner is another leverage to enhance the performance. Hyper-parameter optimization improved the performance of the model, while the difference is not significant. The role of hyper-parameter tuning on the DBLP-ACM dataset is almost disappeared due to the structured and clean nature of data. The results in Figure 5.5 indicate that the effect of pre-processing in such a model can be more crucial than hyper-parameter tuning. Based on [PR18],
deploying other optimization methods such as Hyperopt can improve the performance better than Grid Search and Random Search. Conclusively, the choice of tuning Xgboost parameters is critical. Because of its complicated characteristics, xgboost-tuning has been an area of interest over the last years.

- **Takeaways:**
  Hyper-parameter tuning on classifiers can improve the performance of the entity resolution model. Optimizing the most critical parameters such as the number of decision trees and the size of the tree can enhance the performance in a short time. While the hyper-parameter optimization impact on the model is proved, the
difference is insignificant. Given xgboost as a fixed classifier, deciding on whether to tune the parameters is solely by the designer. In critical applications such as fraud detection, a small improvement is a huge success.

5.2 RQ2: Comparing the Performance of Transformers

In this section, we present the evaluation results comparing four of the most recent attention-based transformer architectures performance on the accuracy of the overall entity resolution formulation.

![Box plot of performance of transformers on the Amazon-Google dataset](image)

**Figure 5.3:** Box-plot overview of different transformers performance on Amazon-Google dataset.

- **Experiment Setup:**
  In this experiment, we deployed BERT, DistilBERT, GPT2, and XLNet as transformers to process the data. All transformers are available to use in the Hugging Face transformer library on GitHub\(^1\). As for the classification layer, we used a scikit-learn XGBClassifier. The performance of transformer models measured by f1 score. We empirically compare the four approaches on two different datasets.

\(^1\)https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
Due to the time constraint, we did not apply SentencePiece, proposed in [KR18], as XLNet tokenizer.

Figure 5.4: Box-plot overview of different transformers performance on DBLP-ACM dataset.

- **Expected Results:**
  Overall, we expect BERT family transformers outperform other transformers due to their massive pre-training effort. Precisely, we anticipate a smaller f1 score on Amazon-Google considering the size of the dataset. Skipping the use of SentencePiece generally should affect XLNet performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DistilBERT</td>
<td>85.80</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>89.82</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT2</td>
<td>85.91</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: F1 scores of transformers for Amazon-Google dataset.

- **Results:**
  All transformer models perform remarkably well on the task of entity matching. Table 5.2, Table 5.3 show the mean f1 score for each transformer on the given datasets.
As we expected, BERT outperformed the other transformers on the Amazon-Google dataset even though the margin is small. Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 depict the box plot overview of different transformers on the given datasets. BERT outperforms other transfer models running on the DBLP-ACM dataset as well. As we expected, the BERT family recorded better performance comparing to XLNet and GPT2. Avoiding tokenization by SentencePiece generated a notable influence on XLNet performance. XLNet transformer architecture recorded a satisfactory F1 score on the DBLP-ACM dataset. Figure 5.5 shows that after two epoch of training, most experiments range within a 5% interval of their peak performance. As Figure 5.6 confirms, after 2-3 epochs, almost all experiments converge to their top performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformer</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>99.73</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistilBERT</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>98.55</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT2</td>
<td>93.21</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: F1 scores of transformers for DBLP-ACM dataset

Figure 5.5: Comparison of different transformers performance on Amazon-Google dataset.
• Analysis:
The BERT family record a high accuracy on benchmark datasets due to their massive pre-training on large amounts of text. This characteristic makes them powerful to handle language-based tasks and in specific entity resolution tasks. BERT exclusively achieved higher performance due to its larger model. The original BERT was trained on the BookCorpus and English Wikipedia, comprising about 16 GB of text. DistilBERT met a similar performance which shows it can be used in limited configurations. XLNet regularly performs well on the entity resolution task, and this proved by [BS20]. The poor performance of XLNet on the Amazon-Google dataset can be justified by a lack of pre-tokenized input proposed by [KR18]. GPT2 achieved better performance than traditional deep learning approaches based on the results obtained by [BS20]. Although, GPT2 needs particular design architecture and fine-tuning to defeat BERT family numbers on benchmark datasets.

• Takeaways:
BERT family members are the best choice of transformer model in the proposed approach dealing with entity resolution. DistilBERT, due to its smaller and faster nature, can be very useful in dealing with time and memory limitations. XLNet tokenizing by Sentencepiece supposedly can challenge BERT family transformers. Deploying GPT2 to tackle entity resolution under the proposed approach, needs a fine-tuning and special architectural decision.

Figure 5.6: Comparison of different transformers performance on DBLP-ACM dataset.
5.3 RQ3: Comparing the Performance of Classifiers

In this section, we present the evaluation results comparing three different alternative classifiers’ performance with xgboost on the accuracy of the overall entity resolution formulation.

- **Experiment Setup:**
  In this experiment, we used BERT transformer architecture as an entity resolution engine. Furthermore, we deployed Logistic Regression, k nearest neighbors (KNN), and gradient boosting machines (GBM) for the classification layer. There is no free lunch in machine learning [Wol02], but these classifiers are the most popular and effective algorithms dealing with binary classification (matched/non-matched pairs). In working with K nearest neighbor algorithm, we ran a series of experiments and decided to fix k as k=1, which outperforms other configurations facing binary classification problems. To avoid overfitting, we practiced standard k-fold cross-validation (k=3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>89.82</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogReg</td>
<td>91.35</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBM</td>
<td>89.29</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>74.58</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.4:** F1 scores of classifiers for Amazon-Google dataset.

- **Expected Results:**
  We expect XGBoost to outperform other well-known classifiers, indicating that it is the best choice for constructing the classification model. XGBoost mostly outperforms implementations of gradient tree boosting on different tasks, and we suspect that the same behavior will be followed. Historically, Logistic Regression records a high accuracy with binary classification, and excellent performance can be expected. The results are measured, similar to [ETJ+17], by an f1 score where recall is the ratio of true matches predicted vs. all true matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogReg</td>
<td>99.73</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBM</td>
<td>99.59</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>98.83</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.5:** F1 scores of classifiers for DBLP-ACM dataset.

- **Results:**
  Table 5.4, Table 5.5 show the classifiers’ performance on the task of binary classification between match and non-matches. For each dataset, we report the performance of three alternative classifiers. We observe that all classifiers except KNN perform remarkably good on the classification layer. To our surprise, Logistic Regression outperformed the other classifiers by a small margin on all chosen datasets. Since
we already achieved very high accuracy on the DBLP-ACM dataset, the difference between top classifiers is very small. As we expected, XGBoost outperformed GBM in all our datasets. KNN performed worst, averaged on all datasets. While KNN is the worst configuration between our classifiers, this algorithm performs well on DBLP-ACM. Logistic Regression achieved an f1 score of 91.35% (standard deviation = 1.68%) on the Amazon-Google dataset, which is the best result between other alternative classifiers. Xgboost and GBM, the two boosting algorithms, achieved an f1 score of 89.82% and 89.29%, respectively (std = 1.16% and 1.26% in the same order). K nearest neighbor algorithm resulted in 74.58% concerning f1 with standard deviation = 1.97%. On DBLP-ACM dataset, Logistic Regression achieved an f1 score of 99.73% (standard deviation = 0.20%) on Amazon-Google dataset which is the best result between other alternative classifiers. Xgboost and GBM achieved N f1 score of 99.66% and 99.59% respectively (std = 0.29% and 0.36% in the same order). K nearest neighbors algorithm resulted in 98.83% in respect to f1 with standard deviation = 0.27%.

• Analysis:
  Using a different method for estimating parameters, which gives a better and un-
Figure 5.8: Comparison of different classifiers performance on DBLP-ACM dataset.

biased result with lower variances, makes Logistic Regression a super-powerful algorithm dealing with binary classification. Also, scientifically Logistic Regression performs the best when the noise ratio is low. XGBoost outperforms the other gradient tree boosting methods due to its different way of creating trees.

- **Takeaways:**
  Given a structured output such as what we create on our proposed design, Logistic Regression can be the best classifier option dealing with low-noise data. Dealing with more complicated datasets, gradient tree boosting algorithms are beneficial. In particular, XGBoost is the best option due to its execution speed and model performance. While KNN did not record a satisfying return on this task, the other machine learning algorithms, such as NN or NB, can be examined.

### 5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we analyze the importance of tuning the classifier (XGBoost) parameters
on the transformer-based entity resolution model’s overall performance. We overview and evaluate the performance of four modern transformer architectures on our proposed design and compare them based on the f1 score. Finally, we conclude this chapter by replacing different classifiers into our classification unit and compare the results obtained by three classifiers with our standard XGBClassifier.
6 Related Work

In this chapter, we review related work concerning the main topics we aimed in our thesis. This chapter broke into three brief sections, as follows:

- In Section 6.1, we begin with a short review of studies based on entity resolution task and briefly discuss some traditional works on this field.
- In Section 6.2, we exploit several deep learning methods applying on entity resolution workflow steps and compare our work results with traditional approaches and deep learning methods.
- In Section 6.3, we briefly overview emerging works on transformer architectures and their application on different natural language processing tasks.

6.1 Entity Resolution Approaches

Entity Resolution (ER) or Reference Reconciliation [DHM05] or Record Linkage [FS69] or Merge-Purge [HS95] or Entity Matching [KR10] has been studied extensively for many decades. While [PIP20] draws a generational boundary between ER methods, different approaches have been proposed to tackle entity resolution problems. Entity resolution approaches can get categorized as rule-based methods which described in [BM03], [SME+17], [WLYF11], and machine learning solutions presented in [CR02], [FS69], [SB02]. The whole framework of the entity resolution task and its challenges studied in [Chr], [EIV06], [CES15a]. In order to reduce human-involvement in ER, a big project called Magellan [KDSG+16] has been implemented to provide practical tools and libraries for the whole entity resolution pipeline with interesting results on structured data. We compare our proposed transformer architecture results with Magellan in the following section.

6.2 Applying Deep Learning for ER

Exploiting external knowledge to achieve higher performance, motivated the use of deep learning methods for entity resolution task. Different work on applying deep learning models on ER workflow steps has been considered. As for schema matching, a model called SEMPROP [FMQ+18] introduced, which applies two different semantic and syntactic matchers to find similar attributes. AutoBlock [ZWS+20] considers deep learning architecture for the blocking process, which combines similarity-preserving representation learning with the nearest neighbor search. While most of the deep learning methods’
efforts focus on entity matching step, we already discussed DeepER [ETJ+17] and DeepMatcher [MLR+18] as the two most popular ones. Multi-Perspective Matching is another DL approach on matching, which adaptively selects the optimal similarity measures for heterogeneous attributes [FHS+19]. In the Table 6.1, we compare the performance of transformer models with classical models such as Magellan (MG) and DeepMatcher (DeepM). We report the best performing of the four DL models, MG result, and the best performing transformer. The result for the classical models obtained by similar papers in the field based on the F1 score [MLR+18]. We see that while deep learning models outperform traditional MG approaches by a large margin, transformer architecture even achieves higher performance compared to classical deep learning methods. In both datasets, the margin between our best transformer model with classical approaches is large, but in a more challenging dataset, this margin is more significant.

### Table 6.1: Comparing the best performing transformer model with Magellan and DeepMatcher

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>MG</th>
<th>DeepM</th>
<th>Transformer_{BEST}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBLP-ACM</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>99.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon-Google</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>89.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Works on Transformer Architecture

The idea of the transformer first appeared on the famous paper “Attention is all you need” [VSP+17], and it became a popular technique for natural language processing (NLP). Introduction of BERT [DCLT18], which combines the transformer architecture with heavy unsupervised pre-training, achieved state-of-the-art results in many NLP tasks. Since then, many new BERT-based approaches have been proposed to assess BERT power on different tasks. Works such as BERT-DST (dialogue state tracking with BERT) [CL19], Vd-BERT (vision and language transformer) [WJL+20], Pixel-BERT (aligning image pixels with text by BERT) [HZL+20], X-BERT (extreme multi-label text classification with BERT) [CYZ+19], LIMIT-BERT (linguistic informed multi-task BERT) [ZZZ19], HSI-BERT (hyperspectral image classification) [HZY+19], K-BERT (enabling language representation with knowledge graph) [LZZ+20], KG-BERT (knowledge graph completion) [YML19], videoBERT (video and language representation learning) [SMV+19], have investigated BERT’s power and functionality on different tasks. Pre-trained models that incorporate BERT as its core and pre-trained on the domain-specific corpus, namely SciBERT (scientific publications) [BLC19], ClinicalBert (clinical notes) [HAR19], and BioBERT (biomedical text) [LYK+20] have shown to return better performance compared to the general approach. While succeeding papers attempted to fine-tune BERT to obtain even higher results on NLP tasks such as text classification [SQXH19], extractive summarization [Liu19], or ranking [QXLL19], the other branches of BERT family, in particular, DistillBERT (which we employed in this thesis) [SDCW19], and RoBERTa [LOG+19] proved to be beneficial for general NLP tasks. BERT’s lack of justification for processing masked tokens independent of each other led to various state-of-art transformer approaches such as XLNet [YDY+19] and GPT2 models [RWC+19], which we discussed in the thesis. Another family of transformers that we did not enclose in our research due
to time constraints is CTRL [KMV+19], which relies on control codes to predict which parts of the training data are most likely given a sequence. Transformer architectures have traditionally been used for NLP-tasks, and there is little literature to our knowledge that used transformer power on entity resolution task.
7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize our work and present the conclusions obtained from this thesis work. We also propose some future practices which may extend this study. This chapter is structured as follows:

- In Section 7.1, we present the important conclusions derived from our thesis work.
- In Section 7.2, we discuss some modifications which can be included in future works.

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis endeavors to apply different attention-based transformer models on the task of Entity Resolution (ER). Notably, we aim to compare various state-of-the-art transformer architectures regarding the process of entity matching. Accordingly, we design and implement an ER architecture that satisfies exercising any transformer to pre-train and generates word representations and any classifier to decide if a pair of given embeddings are matched. During the study, we expanded our research questions to one specific issue to know to what extent, tuning the classifier unit can improve our matching classification. To tackle this issue, we choose the XGBoost classifier, which outperforms different machine learning algorithms in many general tasks, as the baseline. We employ two entity resolution dataset pairs with two different domains, including various attributes, namely Amazon-Google and DBLP-ACM. We use four different modern transformer architectures such as BERT, DistilBERT, XLNet, and GPT2 as transformer choice. In this research, we also investigate the use of varying classifiers for match and non-match classification. We see entity resolution as a binary classification problem and choose Logistic regression, KNN, GBM, and XGBoost as classifier. We evaluate our models based on their ability to classify match and non-match pairs using an F1 score. We report that tuning the classifier (in this case, XGBoost) generally does not make a huge difference, but it can be beneficial in critical applications. We also conclude that BERT outperforms other transformers based on our proposed design and is the optimal choice for entity resolution task. Regarding the classifier’s choice, we report that the Logistic regression classifier outperforms different chosen classifiers in our binary classification problem.

7.2 Future Work

Our thesis attempts to apply transformer models on the task of Entity Resolution (ER). Due to time and memory constraints, we made several assumptions and choices to make our proposed approach work. Modifying and analyzing the design itself can leave our
thesis with a lot of scope for future work. Improvements that can be made to our design are:

- **Fine-tuning the Classifier.** In case of using XGBoost as a classifier, instead of applying a simple greedy search on one parameter at a time, using a hyper-parameter grid with evaluating discrete subspace of all possible hyper-parameters at the same time can be included as future work. XGBoost hyperparameter tuning, due to its novelty, is still an open-ended area of study. Choosing a simpler classifier which can get tuned more efficiently, may show the impact of parameter-tuning better.

- **Transformer Model.** Through our research, we skipped SentencePiece tokenization when we deployed the XLNet transformer model. Adjusting the current design with specified tokenization (such as SentencePiece for XLNet) may result in higher performance. State-of-the-art blocking methods can investigate the blocking step of our design. Applying recent transformer models, namely GPT3, RoBERTa, and modified CTRL transformer model, may improve this research result.

- **Classification Unit.** We investigate four different classifiers for our binary classification problem. Based on no free lunch theorem, the optimal classifier can still be beyond our research area scope.
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listings color

A. Prototypical Implementation of a Transformer Model for Entity Resolution

Importing libraries.

```python
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import torch
import transformers as ppb # pytorch transformers
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_score
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
```

Loading pre-trained model/tokenizer.

```python
model_class, tokenizer_class, pretrained_weights = (ppb.DistilBertModel, ←
  ppb.DistilBertTokenizer, distilbert-base-uncased)
tokenizer = tokenizer_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
model = model_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
```

Tokenizing a single column.

```python
tokenized_AC1 = batch1[title].apply((lambda x: tokenizer.encode(x,
  add_special_tokens=True)))
```

Padding a single column.

```python
max_len = 0
for i in tokenized_AC1.values:
    if len(i) > max_len:
        max_len = len(i)
padded_AC1 = np.array([i + [0]*(max_len-len(i)) for i in tokenized_AC1.values])
```

Masking a single column.

```python
attention_mask_AC1 = np.where(padded_AC1 != 0, 1, 0)
```
Learning word embeddings for a single column by transformer.

```python
input_ids = torch.tensor(padded_AC1)
attention_mask = torch.tensor(attention_mask_AC1)

with torch.no_grad():
    LHS1 = model(input_ids, attention_mask=attention_mask) #last hidden state
```

Concatenating embedded columns.

```python
amazon_embd = pd.concat([df1[id], pd.DataFrame(LHS1[0], columns="lhs1"),
                         pd.DataFrame(LHS2[0], columns="lhs2"),
                         pd.DataFrame(LHS3[0], columns="lhs3"),
                         price_scaled], axis=1)
```

Creating dictionaries to make training and test set.

```python
id_dict=dict()
for index,row in amazon_embd.iterrows():
    id_dict[row["id"]]=index
print(id_dict)
```

Creating training and test set with respect to class imbalance.

```python
train_set=set()
test_set=set()
for item in id_df1.keys():
    for item2 in id_df1[item]:
        if random.uniform(0, 1)<0.66:
            train_set.add((item,item2,"match"))
        else:
            test_set.add((item,item2,"match"))
print(test_set)
print(train_set)
number_test_instances=len(test_set)
number_train_instances=len(train_set)
```

```python
train_set=set()
while len(test_set)<2*number_test_instances:
    #Randomly pick an amazon key
    #Randomly pick a Google key
    #Check that they are not in ground truth
    rand_amazon = random.choice(list(akeys_pos.keys()))
    rand_google = random.choice(list(id_dict2.keys()))
    if not( rand_amazon in id_df1 and rand_google in id_df1[rand_amazon]):
        test_set.add(((rand_amazon,rand_google, "non-match"))

while len(train_set)<2*number_train_instances:
    #Randomly pick an amazon key
    #Randomly pick a Google key
```
#Check that they are not in ground truth
rand_amazon = random.choice(list(akeys_pos.keys()))
rand_google = random.choice(list(id_dict2.keys()))
if not( rand_amazon in id_df1 and rand_google in id_df1[rand_amazon]) and not (rand_amazon,rand_google, "non-match") in test_set:
    train_set.add((rand_amazon,rand_google, "non-match"))

Deploying a classifier (XGBoost).

! pip install xgboost
from xgboost import XGBClassifier
model = XGBClassifier()
xtrain = np.array(train_items)
ytrain = np.array(train_y)
xtest = np.array(test_items)
ytest = np.array(test_y)
eval_set = [(xtrain, ytrain), (xtest, ytest)]
model.fit(xtrain, ytrain, eval_metric="error", "logloss", eval_set=eval_set, verbose=True)

# make predictions for test data
ypred = model.predict(xtest)
predictions = [round(value) for value in ypred]
# evaluate predictions
accuracy = accuracy_score(ytest, predictions)
print("Accuracy: %.2f%%" % (accuracy * 100.0))
print("F1 Score = ")\n\n\n83
B. Solving Transformers' Token Limitation Problem

Modifying columns with more than 512 tokens.

```python
import textwrap
import math
AC2=[]
tokenized_AC2=[]
#Figure out max length (for padding...)
max_length=0
for index, row in batch1.iterrows():
    if True:
        string_to_encode=row[2]
        #if isinstance(string_to_encode, float) and math.isnan(string_to_encode):
        # string_to_encode="Null"
        encoded=textwrap.wrap(string_to_encode, 511)
        encoded_item_size=0
        temp_encoded=[]
        for item in encoded:
            input_ids=[tokenizer.encode(item, add_special_tokens=True) # Add →
                        # special tokens takes care of adding [CLS], [SEP], <s>... tokens →
                        # in the right way for each model.
                        input_ids[0])
            for i in input_ids[0]:
                temp_encoded.append(i)
            if max_length<encoded_item_size:
                max_length=encoded_item_size
        tokenized_AC2.append(temp_encoded)
print(tokenized_AC2)
```

Padding the modified column.

```python
for i in range(len(tokenized_AC2)):
    tokenized_AC2[i].extend(list([0]*(max_length-len(tokenized_AC2[i]))))
padded_AC2 = np.array([i for i in tokenized_AC2])
```
C. Loading Various Transformers with Hugging Face Library

**BERT.**

```python
model_class, tokenizer_class, pretrained_weights = (ppb.BertModel, ppb.BertTokenizer, bert-base-uncased)
tokenizer = tokenizer_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
model = model_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
```

**XLNET.**

```python
model_class, tokenizer_class, pretrained_weights = (ppb.XLNetModel, ppb.XLNetTokenizer, xlnet-base-cased)
tokenizer = tokenizer_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
model = model_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
```

**GPT2.**

```python
model_class, tokenizer_class, pretrained_weights = (ppb.GPT2Model, ppb.GPT2Tokenizer, gpt2)
tokenizer = tokenizer_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
model = model_class.from_pretrained(pretrained_weights)
```